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ABSTRACT

1

Programmers write source code that compiles to programs, and
users execute the programs to benefit from their features. While
issue-tracking systems help communication between these two
groups of people, feature requests have usually been written in
text with optional figures that follows community guidelines and
needs human interpretation to understand what to implement in
which part of the source code. To make this process more direct,
intuitive, and efficient, a streamlined interaction design called “UserGenerated Variables (UGV)” is proposed. First, the users can declare
parameters that they want to tweak in existing programs without
reading or understanding the source code. Then, the system turns
the proposal into variable declarations in the relevant part of the
source code. Finally, the programmers are notified of the proposal
and can implement the actual features to reflect changes in the
variable value. The proposed interaction is implemented in two
existing Web-based Integrated Development Environments, and its
user experience is briefly tested with eight users and programmers.
Its technical requirements, limitations, and potentials are discussed.
The content of this paper with live examples is available at http:
//junkato.jp/ugv.

Programs have increasingly been dealing with more data as in
the sensor, robot, and animation applications, and programming is
becoming an even more involving activity that requires not only
writing code but also managing data and tuning parameter values
[20]. More contribution from users is required since it not only helps
programmers but also allows the users to customize programs that
then fully match their needs. For such successful collaborations,
the program development should be considered as an open-ended
process and needs tool support that create the technical and social conditions for broad participation in the process which are as
important as support for writing code [10].
The open-ended development process has been realized in such
systems that allow programmers to create templates and users to
fill in the blanks. Example systems include IFTTT [14], Microsoft
on{X} [26], and Web-based Integrated Development Environments
(WIDE) for interactive content such as TextAlive [21] and f3.js
[19]. In these Web-based systems, User-Generated Content (UGC)
reflects the design space which is defined by the templates and is
difficult to be explored solely by programmers. Meanwhile, this
development process is uni-directional in that the users cannot
provide feedback on whether the templates are well-designed or
not. To provide such feedback, the users need to rely on external
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Figure 1: Overview of User-Generated Variables (UGV).
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communication tools such as emails or issue tracking systems and
write free-form text with optional figures.
This paper presents an extension to IDEs called “User-Generated
Variables (UGV)” to make the feedback process more direct, intuitive, and efficient. It streamlines feature requests from users and
implementations by programmers as shown in Figure 1. It provides
a graphical user interface (GUI) that allows the users to propose
a new “blank” variable to be filled out in the “template,” which
instantly appears as a user-interface mockup without the actual
feature implementation. The authors of the programs are notified
of this proposal, and when they navigate to the source code, there
is a new code snippet that declares the variable and displays the
mockup. Then, the programmers can reject the proposal by removing the variable declaration or implement the features and notify
users of that accomplishment.
The rest of this paper discusses the design goal, introduces relevant work, details the example implementations, and reports preliminary feedback from a group of four programmers and four
users who used the UGV features for three days, followed by the
discussion on the limitations and potentials of UGV.

2

USER-GENERATED VARIABLES

To clarify the scope of this paper, this section describes the design
goal and explains the interaction design of the newly-introduced
“User-Generated Variables (UGV).”

2.1
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While end-user programming, in general, provides the full-stack
programming experience to users, this paper only deals with variables. While there are various roles in variables [9], UGV are those
that store user preferences and are exposed to users through GUI so
that they can tweak the values and customize the program behaviors. Live Tuning [18] is an interaction design that eases defining
such variables on the programmers’ side, and UGV enables their
generation by users. The variables are usually declared by programmers by writing a code snippet (e.g. var motionSpeed = 100),
which requires a prior knowledge on programming. In contrast,
UGV can be declared with the user interfaces embedded in the
program without expertise on programming.
As the name suggests, UGV are generated by users and implemented by programmers. UGV are useful for enabling end-user
customizations and are useless if the programs do not take any user
input. In particular, we consider UGV useful for creativity support
tools such as software for composing music, graphics, videos, and
programs.

2.2

Interaction Design

UGV-enabled GUI applications show a “propose” button in their
user interface that allows users to propose new variables for tuning
program behaviors (Figure 1 2 ). Clicking the button displays a list
of available variable types (Figure 2). Once the required information
is provided, a GUI widget to tune the behaviors appears in the

Design Goal

The aim of UGV is to streamline the process of feature requests
and implementations through sharing a programming concept between users and programmers. User involvement during program
development life cycle has been studied well and revealed to have a
positive impact, but are challenging as well [1]. We designed UGV
so that the challenges can be addressed as shown in Table 1.

Challenges
Power asymmetry
between programmers and users
Efforts required by
users and lack of
the motivation
Lack of users’ expertise and communication skills in the
development
Misunderstandings
(users)

Solutions
UGV provides users partial ownership on
the source code by allowing them to declare variables.
UGV embeds interactive user interfaces
for sending feature requests efficiently
without leaving the programs.
UGV does not assume user training such
as reading rule documents for feature requests. (e.g. CONTRIBUTIONS.md)

Showing UI mockup makes the goal clear
and understood intuitively by stakeholders.
Misunderstandings There is no need to parse free-form text or
(programmers)
figures; the request is directly translated
to variable declarations in the code.
Table 1: Challenges of user involvement in software development and UGV features to address them.

Figure 2: TextAlive [21] and f3.js [19] “Propose” dialogs for
generating a User-Generated Variable.
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applications as a mockup user interface (Figure 1 3 ). We expected
that showing the mockup user interface rewards the users with
increased feeling of their ownership of the programs.
The system runs static analysis on the source code of the application behind the scenes (detailed in Section 4) and searches for
an appropriate location to declare the variables and insert a code
snippet to display the mockup user interface. This insertion is a
semi-automatic process in that programmers can optionally specify
preferred locations for variable declarations in the source code by
adding special comments to the locations. At this moment, there is
no actual implementation that affects the program behavior.
The programmers are then notified of the variable declaration
through social networking services such as Twitter and GitHub
(Figure 1 4 ). When the programmers navigate to the source code,
they can see the declaration and the mockup code and choose
whether to reject or accept the proposal. To reject it, they simply
remove the declaration and relevant code snippet. To accept it,
they start the implementation of the GUI widget that changes the
program behavior in response to the parameter tuning events firing
from the widget. After the implementation, users of the program
can benefit from the parameter tuning widget (Figure 1 5 ).

3

RELATED WORK

This section introduces prior work on enabling collaborations between programmers, collecting user feedbacks, and leveraging the
users’ capabilities for program specifications.

3.1

Social Coding

There has been much work on enhancing the collaborations between programmers. Prior work on direct and asynchronous collaborations between them includes social coding platforms such
as GitHub [11], which has been studied well in the mining software repositories (MSR) field [16]. It has also been studied from
the perspective of computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW);
the user activity information shared in such platforms is found to
help the users coordinate their work, advance technical skills, and
manage their reputations [7].
While such systems assume asynchronous communication, there
has been proposed support for real-time collaborations, such as
that for pair-programming (e.g. Collabode [12] and Codeshare [27]),
and live coding environments for collaborative art performances
[29]. There is also a prior study that suggests on-demand expert
support to be integrated into the IDEs [6].
Prior work on indirect collaborations (without the need for direct
communications) include enhancements to runtime error messages
by sharing explanations of their typical workarounds [13]. Codecompletion recommendations can be enhanced as well by collecting
the usage statistics of APIs [3]. UGV falls into this indirect and
asynchronous support for collaborative code edits but differs from
prior work since it allows end-users to get involved in the process
without requiring any prior knowledge.

3.2

User Feedback

Most of the social coding features are used by programmers, but
bug and issue reports and feature requests can be made by users.
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These are usually text-based and occasionally accompanied by images, videos, and other files that provide context information, which
helps programmers to understand issues. However, users first need
to learn how to submit such reports, and the resulting reports often
lack context information. An emerging source of user feedback is
the app reviews in app stores and the feature request management
systems such as UserVoice [32], both of which require no user training and allow freeform text input, making it even more challenging
to understand issues.
Automatic processing techniques of these raw feedbacks have
been proposed to help programmers. For instance, mining the code
repositories infers relevant programmers [5] and impacted source
code files [15]. The app reviews can be automatically classified into
bug reports, feature requests, and others [24].
Another way (and the way UGV takes) to improve the user
involvement is to provide tool support to make user feedbacks more
informative and structured. Prior efforts include tools that inject
GUIs into existing Web-based applications to enable the issues to
be easily reported with detailed context information such as client
event logs [31]. While our research was aimed at similar goals to the
prior tools, ours has a more refined goal of allowing users to propose
new variables to customize program behaviors. As a result, UGV
can provide programmers more specific tasks of whether to remove
the variable declarations or implement the parameter tweaking
feature, which is unlike the open-ended goals in the issue-reporting
tools.

3.3

End-user Programming and Customization

Prior work has investigated programming environments that can
be used without substantial knowledge of programming to allow
users to modify program behaviors (end-user programming) or has
provided domain-specific tools to enable behaviors to be customized
(end-user customization).
While most of the work in these categories has focused on empowering individual novices to benefit from creating or customizing
programs, our work aims at collecting feedbacks from the novices
and improving the global “template” programs shared among the
users. This fundamental difference results in the varied levels of
required expertise to use these systems.
If users want to add a new feature (as in our goal of adding a
variable for parameter tuning) in an end-user programming environment, they need to read the source code and understand program
behaviors. Some GUI frameworks for live programming such as
“Halo” of the Morphic framework [25] and “It’s Alive!” feature of
the TouchDevelop [4] can reduce the required effort by allowing
the GUI elements to be selected and edited without terminating the
program. However, appropriately editing the code without breaking
existing features still requires program understanding.
Macros and scripting engines can prevent from destroying the
core features of the programs and yet allowing them to be extensively customized. Example systems include VisualBasic for
Application (VBA) scripts for Microsoft Office applications and
Chickenfoot for Web browsers [2].
In contrast to these systems, our interaction design requires no
user training and targets systems that allow end-users to “fill-inthe-blank templates” as was explained in Section 1. Please note that
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ordinary GUI applications also provide interactive GUI widgets to
customize program behaviors. What differentiates tools in the “fillin-the-blank template” paradigm from these standard applications is
that the tools are editing source code elements that define program
behaviors, rather than data entries in the configuration files. The
most prominent example is the Live Tuning interaction [18] that
allows end-users to edit variable values defined in the source code.
UGV improves on this work and allows the end-users to propose
new variables.

4

IMPLEMENTATION

UGV can be implemented on top of any IDEs in GUI applications
connected to the Internet. We implemented UGV in two existing
Web-based IDEs, i.e., TextAlive [21] and f3.js [19].

4.1

Example Systems

TextAlive [21] is available at http://textalive.jp and allows users to
create videos with music by composing multiple visual effects, each
of which is called a “template.” A template has multiple parameters
that define the details of the effects, by which the users create
visual effects in their styles. They can propose new parameters to
tweak the visual effects by introducing UGV. For instance, a user
can propose a new variable “stroke width” to the visual effect of
dancing lines.
f3.js [19] is available at http://f3js.org and allows users to create
physical computing devices by writing code that specifies both their
behaviors and enclosure layout. It enables parametric generation of
the entire device design, allowing the users to customize the devices
with GUI widgets. They can propose new options for customization
by introducing UGV. For instance, a user can propose a new option
as to whether to add a flash LED and feature to enlighten it to a
camera device or not.

4.2

GUI Toolkits for User-Generated Widgets

Compared to the ordinary GUI toolkits, UGV implementation automatically appends the “propose” button to the container instances
that host widgets for parameter tuning. In addition, the containers
show mockup user interfaces generated by users along with the
widgets with the actual implementations.
The example systems supported Live Tuning [18] that allows
programmers to easily expose GUI widgets to end-users for parameter tuning, which are bound to the variable declarations in
the source code. This support eases the implementation of UGV –
instead of adding a full-specification code snippet that creates the
GUI widget in the source code (e.g., var cbox = new Checkbox();
panel.add(cbox); cbox.addEventListener(· · · )), our system
parses the code and inserts a special comment next to the variable
declaration (// @ui Check()) that is handled by the IDE to populate the widget. For more details on this static analysis process,
please refer to the online version of this paper. We extended the
special comment format of the systems to check if the comment
was inserted as part of the proposal or not. If the comment was part
of the proposal (// @ui @proposed Check()), the widgets were
disabled so that the users could not edit the values. In addition,
the text encouraging implementation was displayed next to the
mockup widgets.
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Please note that there is a trade-off between the flexibility of
layout and the ease of widget generations. While the full-spec code
snippet could potentially allow the user to position the mockup
widgets freely, our current comment format is not capable of precise
layout control and shows the list of widgets in the order of the
comments.
Table 2 shows variable types and widgets that are supported in
the example systems. The last entry (Undefined) is provided to
allow feature requests that do not fit in any types.
Variable type GUI widget
Number
Slider with the specified range
String
Text box with the specified default value
Boolean
Checkbox with the specified default value
Color
Color palette with the specified default value
Undefined
Free-form text message to programmers
Table 2: Types of currently supported UGV.

4.3

Automatic Variable Declarations

The user proposal is immediately passed to the Web server when
it is made. The server finds the source code that generates the
corresponding user interface container and runs static code analysis
to locate appropriate positions where the new variable should be
declared, and the GUI widget should be initialized.
In general, the source code of GUI applications could have separate definitions for the model and view and the localization process
could be challenging. In contrast, the example systems supported
Live Tuning, and each UGV (a variable declaration and GUI widget
initialization) could be written in one place.
TextAlive defines a visual effect template as a JavaScript class
and each variable for parameter tuning as its property. A new
UGV is inserted immediately after the last property declaration.
F3.js defines each project as a Node.js JavaScript project, and each
variable for parameter tuning is a global variable in the project
source code. A new UGV is inserted at the end of the code.
The variable name is randomly generated until it does not conflict
with any other variables. The location to which a new UGV is
inserted can be changed by manually adding a special comment (//
@variables) to the preferred location.

4.4

Message Notifications

Unlike conventional IDEs, UGV implementation requires the IDE to
have social features that foster communication between programmers and users. At the least, the IDEs should identify each user and
be able to send message notifications to them.
Both of the example systems allowed users to log in with a
Twitter (social networking service) account. Any actions made
during the UGV process were notified through tweets from our
accounts (@TextAliveJpn and @F3JsOrgn where the last “n” stands
for notifications) that were associated with the systems.

5

PRELIMINARY USER FEEDBACK

This section briefly reports early user feedback collected from an
in-house user study.

User-Generated Variables

5.1

Study Setup

To collect preliminary user feedback of the UGV extension to the
example systems, we asked four users to use the UGV features in
the systems. We also asked four programmers to respond to the
proposals.
Since the proposals and implementations (or rejections) took
place asynchronously, we did not specify specific working hours
but asked them to find some time during a period of three days.

5.2

Results

Within TextAlive, seven variables were declared and five were
implemented as requested. The implemented variables include the
width of line strokes, rotation of moving boxes, whether to zoom in
or out, and background color and transparency of graphic objects.
One proposal of adding rotation effect to each of the child graphic
objects (e.g. character objects that belong to a parent word object)
was rejected because such visual effect could be already achieved
by assigning rotation templates to the child objects. The remaining
one proposal was implemented but transformed into a different
set of UGVs. The original proposal was made to a template named
“Rainbow” that change colors of character objects randomly from
time to time. It aimed to enable choosing color tones from options
such as pop or cool rather than the completely random colors. In
response to the proposal, the programmer did not add such options
but seven color palettes so that the users will be able to define a set
of colors to be randomly assigned to the character objects.
Within f3.js, seven variables were declared and six were implemented. The implemented variables include a number of buzzers in
a musical instrument device, whether to eliminate one plane of a
box shape or not (so that the user can use the box as an accessory
case which is impossible with all the six planes), volume of the
audio effect, a message string that congratulates game clears, and
a number of players for a game device. The rejected one was a
Boolean variable that switches whether to enable voiceover feature
or not for a translator device that recognizes text with its camera.
The proposal was rejected because the device was not equipped
with a speaker module at the time and it seemed to take much time
to implement it.
In summary, the users generated fourteen variables, and the
programmers implemented eleven of them. We observed that the
rest three variables were rejected by the varied reasons as follows:
• The desired feature could be already achieved without the
proposed variable.
• The desired feature could be implemented more effectively
with a different set of variables.
• The desired feature was considered too difficult to implement.
After the three days, we conducted informal interviews with the
participants. Programmers welcomed the UGV’s simple workflow,
especially that “the variable to be implemented was already there and
what they had to do was crystal clear.” The fact that the users were
encouraged to send a limited kind of requests made the users feel
relaxed as one of them stated: “I did not need to worry if I was making
nonsense proposals.” It also accelerated the understanding of general
programming as another stated: “I could learn types of parameters
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that could be defined in the programs.” This implies the potential of
UGV-enabled systems to motivate people to learn programming.

6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Given our experience of building two example systems and the
results of collecting the preliminary user feedback, limitations and
potentials of the proposed interaction design is discussed.

6.1

Limitations

6.1.1 Lack of Scalability. UGV in the current implementation
can be declared but cannot be removed by the users. If every user
requests new features, mockup elements could take up space quite
easily. Some programmers and users suggested the feature to vote
up and down variables (either mockups or those with actual implementations.) Future work should implement such features and
investigate how to help consensus building among such requests.
6.1.2 Limited Widget Layout. The layout of the GUI widgets
generated by the users is not flexible at all. As discussed in Subsection 4.2, there is a trade-off between the flexibility and the ease of
proposal feature. Furthermore, fixing the layout could be beneficial
since it could have special meanings such as the first UI mockup in
the list denoting the proposal with top votes. Future work could
investigate these multiple possibilities.
6.1.3 Limited Kinds of Variables/Widgets. A type of a variable
is currently limited to fixed sets as shown in Table 2. Future work
will add more types of variables. The most interesting type seems
to be functions, which will be discussed in detail in the next subsubsubsection. It would also be interesting to allow users to propose a
new type of variables, which require programmers to implement
new GUI widgets.

6.2

Source Code as a Shared Medium

The role of source code is what differentiates this work from prior
efforts on encouraging user involvement in software development.
Both users and programmers directly edit it through dialogs and
code editors, respectively. The user feedback is embedded in the
text-based source code, not in another database such as an issue
tracking system.
There has been prior work that makes text-based code more
comprehensible for non-programmers. Sikuli [33] and Picode [22]
show graphical data as inline images in the source code editor.
Picode user study [17] reports that inline photos of human and
robots representing their posture data allowed elementary school
students without prior programming experience to comprehend
what the code surrounding the photos is doing. Furthermore, they
could customize the program behavior by replacing the photos.
General text-based code requires prior knowledge of programming to comprehend and edit. Appropriate representations of the
source code, however, could make it more accessible for a broader
range of people. We foresee much potential in this approach and expect that such effort would lead to better understanding of software
development process and adequate acknowledgment to programmers by the general public.
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6.3

User-Generated Content vs. Variables

User-Generated Content (UGC) usually denotes content created by
users (not professional creators). In the presented systems, the users
can author videos (TextAlive) and customized physical computing
devices (f3.js), which are examples of UGC.
While UGC is similar to the proposed UGV in that they both
enable user involvement in a creative process, UGC is a concrete
artifact created with creativity support tools, and UGV expands
ways of expressing the creativity by adding new parameters – in
other words, UGV improves the tools. UGC is authored by the users
themselves, but UGV delegates its actual implementation tasks to
programmers and has a collaborative aspect on its own.
Aligned with the discussion in the meta-design (= designing the
design process) [10], we consider that tool support for collaborations enables continuous co-development of programs, making all
of the participants in the design process express themselves with
their personal motivations. During the process, we expect that users
will have chances to become programmers – it was a good sign that
a user got interested in programming concepts by using the UGV
features during the study.
Future work should investigate more variety of variable types.
The current implementation allows to add GUI widgets that are
suitable for tweaking constant values, and one interesting addition
is the “function” type – a simple extension would allow declaring
function objects that generate buttons.

6.4

Layered User Interfaces for Diverse People

Visual programming languages for dataflow programming such as
PureData [8] might allow end-users to add new nodes. However, the
user interface as a whole requires prior knowledge of programming
and is not very accessible compared to our research where the enduser applications had dedicated GUIs to propose a new variable. We
considered this separation of user interfaces for programming and
the use of applications to be important for engaging more end-users.
There is a prior work on providing multiple layers of user interfaces
for people with different levels of expertise [30], and ours is just
another example. The difference is that our layers are designed
for collaborations between people while the original idea was for
people growing their expertise and switching layers by themselves.
Please note that separation was meant to be on the user interface
level and not on the implementation level. The example systems
eliminate the gap between programming and runtime environments
on the implementation level, as was introduced in the Live Tuning
paper [18]. These are unified environments with two different user
interfaces for programmers and end-users.

6.5

IDEs that Make Tweets

Some programmers reported that they liked that the IDEs have their
Twitter accounts and make tweets to notify them. They seemed to
feel less pressure compared to being directly communicated by the
users.
Human-Agent Interaction is the most relevant research field,
and related projects include Sharedo [23] that provides todo management interfaces shared between software agents and human
users. For each todo entry, Sharedo provides a discussion board
that can be used as a communication medium between the software
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agents and users. For instance, an agent asks for clarifying the todo
details. In our case, the IDE agent could mediate communications
between programmers and users. In our future work, a link to such
discussion board and buttons to vote up and down could be added
next to each variable. Once IDEs have their representative agents,
a potential application domain would be a tutoring system [28].

7

CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel interaction design called “User-Generated
Variables (UGV)” that allows program users to propose a new variable for tuning the program behavior. It is inserted as a new variable
declaration in the source code, helping programmers to implement
the feature. While the current UGV implementation has a certain
limitation such as lack of scalability, it has potential to foster codevelopment of programs by programmers and users. Please refer
to http://junkato.jp/ugv for the live demonstration of UGV and
up-to-date content.
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